TURKISH VANS REDISOOVERED: ALIVING HISTORY
by Deborah Childs Hayes, Ph.D. - Pairodocs Cattery
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love with the Van's crowning glory, that fabulous tail. They
Mr. Nargizian has also found a drawing of a Van cat on a sec
also prefer their Vans with the shoulder spot, the "Thumbprint
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Romans (AD 75-387)
was as red as a Van
cat's tail" (Nargizian, 1992).
and a Roman legion adopted a feline emblem on their battle
standard and armor. "The image showed a cat whose fur was
The Van cat continues to be revered among Armenians. Mr.
argizian is in contact with a social club in present day
neither long nor short, was of a light self-color and had a
ringed tail" (Russell, 1982) which has been interpreted as the
Armenia called the Van Cat Club which tries to keep alive the
stories and lore oftheir grandparents who were forced to leave
'mage of a Van cat. What better symbol for a soldier than a cat
which can look after itself in the unforgiving environment of
the Van region. The Van cat is used as a symbol to remind
them of home but they are also interested in reviv~ng the Van
he Middle East. The cat was prevalent enough that there are
cat population in modern day Armenia. This area has been
even descriptions of uniquely patterned cats in the kilims and
devastated by the violence inflicted by the recent war during
:rial weavings of the Kurdish peoples native to the ancient
the breakup of the U.S.S.R., and the earthquake of 1988.
~lesopotamia (Coburg 1988). After the Romans came the
There is the fear that the Van cat could be wiped out in this
3ncient Armenian empire and they have loved their Vans ever
region. They have begun a breeding program with a pair of
~ince.
Turkish Van kittens from the United States and a male Van
An Armenian living in the US, Hratch Nargizian, has been
cat from southern Georgia (Russia). While having no pedigree,
great help in tracing the Van history. In his research Mr.
this cat meets the standard for a top show Turkish Van, again
. 'argizian found a Turkish collection of folklore, with the title
illustrating how the type has been faithfully kept in Van
:r nslated as The Cats of Van. It was written by Vrtanes
breeding programs. The first new litter was born a few months
? pazian, who was born in Van in 1864 and died in 1920. One
ago and hopefully some will come back home to enrich the US
:~e. called ''Van Cat," has a grey cat killing the kittens of a
Turkish Van pool in the near future. There is no official reg
cat mother described as having a long white soft coat,
istry in Armenia but the Van Cat Club is keeping ancestry
:"".nged tail and beautiful eyes. The mother mourns her kittens
has another litter. The grey cat kills these kittens as well
records.
We find other bits and pieces of Van history revealed in
ml this time the Van cat seeks revenge, killing the grey cat
unexpected places. The 20th century began with fierce fighting
. h fatal injury to herself. Mr. Nargizian describes the story
in the area during World War I resulting in the Ottoman
l~ an allegory for Turkey attacking Armenia and the threat
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empire being totally dismantled. The Turks oven n Lhe
an a bloody time
and
pas.;; ge" to Persia
ensued. In 1915, 150,000 Armenians were rousted out of
and Mesopotamia (Iran, Iraq). This amounted to a forced m. r h. "lea. e r die ~ and thousands
of Armenians died on the way. There was no indication they were 110~'
take an~ihing but
the clothes on their back. Several years ago, Karen Hooker (Pairodo _ \\ ~ ailed by an
American professor who had lived and taught for many years in Shiraz. Iran. where there is a
large community of these displaced Armenians. He asked if we knew of a b ck and white cat
found in high numbers around Shiraz. The Shiraz cat, as it was known locally. was marked and
had the type of the Turkish Vans, but only in black and white. So here is a mystery to be inves
tigated: did some Armenian child determinedly take a pet Van cat on that dangerous trek to
Iran, or did the cats migrate to the area naturally in earlier ages? Curiously enough, Shiraz is
near two of the few large lakes in Iran. With the politics in the area, it may be years or even
decades before an adventurous Van lover may safely go into the area to see the Shiraz cat and
learn of its history.
Finally we come to the history of the origins of the Turkish Van as an officially recognized
breed. In 1955, Laura Lushington and Sonia Halliday were visiting the Lake Van area on a pho
tography expedition and saw cats with glorious red tails. She was told they were highly prized.
Miss Lushington was given an unrelated pair as gifts for work done for the Turkish Tourist
Board (Hulme and Hulme 1993). As near as we can tell by the registration numbers, this first
pair was Stambul Byzantium and Van Iskenderun Guzelli. Back in England, the cats bred true,
producing red and white copies of the parents. This surprised her as she had no background in
genetics to go by, thus did not realize that red is dominant. She decided to pursue certif}ing the
Van cat as a breed and was able to import three more in 1959. Unfortunately, one of the males
does not show up in the pedigrees and so it is assumed it did not produce offspring. The other
two, Burdur and Antalya Anatolia did produce and their offspring were bred to the offspring of
the first pair. Thus began the mixing and matching of a limited breeding program. Miss
Lushington named the cats Vans (as in "Dan," the English pronunciation), but the GCCF did
not allow place names for breed names so they were registered as "Turkish" cats. She took Van
as her cattery name. When the Turkish Angora was being developed as a breed in America in
1962, the confusion required that the cats be renamed the Turkish Van. With the confusion that
still reins in the public's mind, many of us wish Miss Lushington had retained the
Armenian/Turkish tradition and named them Vancats. In the meantime, Lydia Russell
(Kastamonou), who did have a knowledge of genetics, became very active in breeding Vans. She
is primarily responsible for the worldwide exporting of Vans, spreading her best stock to
Europe, Scandinavia, Australia and New Zealand. Mrs. Russell realized that the Vans would be
facing possible genetic disasters within a few generations. Her husband Noel traveled to Turkey
in 1980 looking for Vans, and with the help of the Istanbul Hayvan Sevenler Dernegi, (equiva
lent to the Humane Society), imported two more females, Cicek Modali Ucingi and Benek
Kadikoylu Ikingi (Russell 1982, 1987). Several more Vans made their way to Europe, some
smuggled in by truck drivers on routes from the Middle East. Many of these were not red and
white, and this has been a very controversial topic among Van breeders.
The van pattern naturally comes in all colors, excluding the Siamese point colors. The first
seven cats imported from Turkey were auburn (red) and white with amber eyes. Therefore,
Laura Lushington declared that any other color in a van pattern indicated a contamination of
the original breed. Without a background in feline genetics, she didn't understand that coat
color is not genetically linked to body type. Indeed, for many years the occasional cream or blue
and odd-eyed cats born in Britain were "culled" from the breeding programs. But they kept pop
ping up and the GCCF has only recently and reluctantly accepted cream and white coat colors
and blue eyes as legitimate colors. The British breeders have split into factions of
"auburn/white only" and "all colors are legitimate." That is why most of the cat books, even
today, will remark that red and white and cream and white are the only Van colors. But the
general consensus in the cat fancy is that type, not color, determines a breed, and the other col-
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ors did arrive. The Dutch were the first to feature them at the shows, although some were
imported to Sweden by Mrs. Bjokman who had lived in Turkey for severa] years (Russell,
1987). It was felt for a long time that "other color" Vans were rare even in Turkey; howev
er, the most recent Vans imported from Turkey, Heidye Bitlis'den and her son, Bebek
Bitlis'den, were black and white, in addition to a blue-eyed black and white mother with
her litter of five brown tabby and white kittens. So with the exception of Britain, all the
other countries of Vandorn now recognize the "other colors." The British are still strug
gling with it, but the rest of the world hopes the remaining holdouts will see the reason
ableness of expanding the gene pool by using all the colors naturally available. It is to be
remembered that a cat without the correct type will not final in a show regardless of the
color.
Vans arrived in North America earlier than generally thought, as Lushington cats were
5ent to Maine in the early 1970's. However, problems with registration and in publicizing
the cats ended that attempt. Then, in 1983, Barbara and Jack Reark imported two Vans
from France, following it up with imports from Holland. Rather than retain the best cats
themselves, the Rearks unselfishly concentrated on placing their best Vans with new cat
teries to expand the breed. Other breeders imported cats from England and the requisite
20 breeders for CFA registration was reached in 1988. Provisional status was given in
1993 and Championship status granted by unanimous board vote in February 1994, effec
tive May 1, 1994. American Vans have found their way to Japan, Sweden and back to
_-\rmenia. Currently, the only area of the world active in the cat fancy without purebred
\ -ans is South America.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of the American breeders has been the advancement
of the other colors. Starting with one black and white male, Tazi- Van Paradis de Moncri{,
>nd two siblings carrying blue eyes and the dilute gene, Ayla-Van and Orner- Van Paradis
e Moncri{, there are now all combinations of accepted coat and eye colors being produced
Hayes 1992). There are more top-quality blue and white and blue-cream and white
Turkish Vans in America than any other country. Indeed, some of our exports have been to
untries desperate for different lines of cats with the black and dilute gene. We are also
king strides into the shaded colors. It was not known if this gene occurred naturally in
Turkey, but we now have a grandkitten of one of the brown tabby/white imports which is
elieved to be a cameo. The mother was routinely registered when a kitten as a
- 'ie/white, but now appears to be a poor quality smoke. Only time and further breeding
tell, but we are very excited at the possibility of a silver tabby and white Turkish Van.
~ow that we have taken a tour through Van history, we should really get to the cat.
e Turkish Van is considered a large cat, but descriptions of 30 pound Turkish Vans are
'lgbly exaggerated. The muscle is quite dense and they will carry more mass and
<.
ngth per pound on a smaller frame than a Maine Coon of similar weight. The females
average several pounds less than a male with a correspondingly smaller frame. The
- kish Van may get up to the 16 to 18 pound range but you will probably not see any this
__ ~e except in the alter class. It may take them 5 years to achieve full potential, and for
- cats, their show career is over by that time. Even more than size, the Van breeders
c ncemed with proportion. Vans are a long-bodied cat, with medium length legs and
d heads and shoulders. The weight is of secondary consideration and should be appro
-e for the bone structure and frame .
• "lother interesting feature of the Turkish Van is the coat. It is incredibly soft and
"hmere-like, inviting you to snuggle up on a cold winter night. There is no undercoat, so
t does not mat and is easy to groom. It is also of variable length, long in winter and
:! in summer, with a waterproof quality. Lake Van is Turkey's largest lake and one of
orld's highest lakes in altitude. The coat characteristics probably evolved in response
.' cold winters at the high elevation and very hot summers with little shelter or
r The ars probably took to the mountain streams and the lake to cool off. Vans have
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Pairodocs I Van The Terrible, red tabby &
white male. BrlOw: Karen L. Hooker &
Deborah C. Hayes.

also been seen snagging fish in the shallower parts of the lake to fill their ever empty stom
ach.
To the public the most striking feature is the markings, usually two spots of varying
sizes on the head, divided by a white blaze, and that full tail, held straight up like a battle
standard, which says "I've arrived." The number and size of random spots on the body are
of no importance unless they go over the 20% limit of color. Unlike the definition ofvan-pat
tern in other breeds, in Turkish Vans it is limited to the head and tail, with spots on the
legs considered the same as random body spots. To a Van breeder, the drawing feature is
the expressive eyes, those deep pools of wisdom. One Van breeder said to me "I could quite
easily drown while looking into the eyes of my Van." I wanted my first Van because I was
intrigued by the swimming, but I keep them because I am in love with their eyes. You'll
always know what a Van is thinking because they can't hide it; their eyes betray all.
We want to stress to the entire world that there is no connection between blue or odd
eyes in Turkish Vans and deafness. The Turkish Van is a colored cat with big white spots,
the piebald gene, not a white cat with color or the masking gene. There is definitely blue
eye related deafness in the all-white Angora with the white masking gene. But Turkish
Vans with color on the body clearly do not carry that gene. I have been unable to find a sin
gle confirmed case of deafness in either odd-eyed or blue-eyed Turkish Vans reported in the
entire history of the recognized breed. If a case did occur, it would simply be the random
event that could happen in any breed or in the general cat population.
By our definition of the breed, all Turkish Vans are genetically van-patterned. There are
not now and will never be a solid color or all-white Turkish Van allowed in exhibition in the
United States. We do occasionally get kittens with no head markings or a half-white tail
from two lightly marked parents, and indeed near bi-colors do appear occasionally as well.
These come from the vagaries of the piebald gene. A breeding program of lightly marked
cats would eventually produce an all-white Van, but it would only be the extreme (level 10)
expression of this white spotting gene. There is some speculation that the piebald gene orig
inated in eastern Turkey based on the prevalence of piebald cats there today (Leibfarth
1989). Indeed, the van-pattern of the piebald gene is named for the Van cat. The Lake Van
region is very isolated geographically, a situation where it would be easy for a mutation,
especially a dominant one, to take hold. The lake was created by volcanic activity, terrain
which is often difficult to travel. The area is further separated by desert to the east and
west. The area is still considered isolated even today with air flights several times a week.
There has always been a great deal of confusion between the Turkish Van and the
Turkish Angora, not only in cat books, but in Turkey itself. In A Standard Guide to Cat
Breeds (Pond and Raleigh 1979), the description and history given for the Turkish Angora
is actually that of the Turkish Van, detailing how two women found cats swimming in east
ern Turkey and brought them back to England to breed. There is even a line drawing of the
English Turkish cat included, an excellent rendition of a Turkish Van. A few years back a
British television special on cats showed a stuffed cat from the 1800's in a British museum.
In the program, it is called the "Angora" cat, yet it was clear for all to see that the cat had
red markings with a massive head and body. In Turkey, the Van cat is an all-white odd-eyed
cat. Foreigners have assumed this was actually the Angora and the Turks really didn't
know about the Turkish Van. But what is the difference between the Angora and the
Turkish Van?
In the liddle Ages, the long-haired cats from the Middle East moved into Europe. The
first cats from Ankara were brought into Europe in the 16th century (Ashford and Pond
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1972). Ashford and Pond (1972) quotes the book, Our Cats and All About Them,
by Tunbridge Wells (1889) who states that "Angora cats were great favorites,
the all-white odd-eye being the most highly valued." Clearly, the white masking
gene had already become established at this time, hiding numerous other colors
and patterns. In 1860, Brehm, in his book, Life ofAnimals, states that the ango
ra cat is of large stature as well as length and (with the) finest of coat, thick
around the neck and body, primarily white (Simonnet 1990). So the white cats
from Ankara were the toast of Europe, while the ring-tailed cats of Van, with an
equally long history, remained isolated and unknown. But in the 19th century,
cats with even longer coats from Persia were also introduced and soon became
the favorite. The Angora type of the semi-long, silkier hair and longer noses,
gradually slipped into obscurity, at least in Europe. But iflooked at closely, were
these all-white cats truly the same as the Angora of today?
We have recently been contacted by a Turkish woman named Filiz, who
offered to help collect information on Turkish Vans. She has also offered to help
in importing more cats. Filiz had read in a Turkish newspaper in December
1993 that the Van cat is now considered a national treasure of which there are
fewer than 50 left. It is hard to imagine only 50 van-pattern cats left in the
entire country, so we were very puzzled. There had been conflicting reports of a
Van breeding program at the Istanbul Zoo and Filiz offered to visit the zoo on
our behalf to check it out. Armed with very good descriptions of Vans and
Angoras, she found an active breeding program of the Turkish version of Van
cats, semi-longhaired all-white cats with odd-eyes. Whether these cats are
examples of the level 10 piebald gene or the masking gene can not be deter
mined unless they are bred to colored mates. However, Filiz says these cats fit
the type description of the Vans, not the Angoras. They were very large, 15
pounds or more, and had massive heads and boning, and very silky coats. In
talking with Angora breeders of the three largest US cat registry associations, it
is clear that the Turkish Angoras bred in the Ankara Zoo fit a similar descrip
tion as the Van cats in the Istanbul Zoo. These Angoras have to be "downsized"
in American breeding programs before they meet the CFA standards for show
as a graceful, svelte cat with refined boning and a flowing coat. So what is going
on here? How do we have white Vans and van-patterned Vans in the same coun
try?
There is no question in the minds ofa majority of the Angora and Van breed
ers that the cats are related. One has only to look at the "throw-backs" from lit
ters of each breed; small, fine-boned Van kittens and large big-boned Angora
kittens. Indeed, as kittens, there is often a similarity which diverges in adult
hood. The prevalence of white odd-eyed cats being called Van cats in Turkey
shows that they were not distinguished in the minds of the natives of the area.
This is confirmed by an article in the Turkish Daily News, March 28, 1988,
accompanied by pictures of Van cats, which are all white but definitely with Van
type. However, it is clear that the all-white cat predominated in western Turkey,
while the van-patterned cat predominated in eastern Turkey, formerly Armenia.
Probably the greatest driving force for the predominance of the all-white Van
cat of today came from politics. The preference for odd-eyed white cats seems to
have greatly increased in the 1920's, about the same time that Turkish
President Mustafa Kemal Ataturk declared that he would be succeeded by
someone who had been bitten on the ankle by an odd-eyed white cat (Nargizian
1992). Needless to say, the odd-eyed white cat became instantly popular and a
must for every ambitious would-be politician from then on, at least in the more
Fanciers' Almanac
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Pairodocs Fisher King, red tabby & white male. Br/Ow:
Karen L. Hooker & Deborah C. Hayes.
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L. Hooker & Deborah C. Hayes.
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populous and Europeanized western Turkey. This popularity
has pervaded every facet of Turkish life, even to the point
where the Ankara Zoo had been reported in the past to be
"culling" out any colored cat in their Angora breeding program
(Hulme and Hulme, 1988). What better way to assure the pro
duction of the most popular cat, the all-white odd-eye.
So, if I may be permitted to speculate, I believe the "base"
cat for the two breeds is the same: a very large cat, with a
massive head, muscular body, and a semi-longhair, non-mat
ting coat. It is true that the presence of the masking gene or
the piebald gene does complicate things, but as the color is not
genetically linked to this body type, we will ignore it for now.
The supposition holds up when talking to Angora breeders
about personality traits, which seem very similar. It also holds
when looking at the size and type of the Angoras and Vans in
the 'TUrkish zoos. As in all breeds, there are smaller and larger
kittens born. It appears that the smaller type was chosen as
the true Angora type when the breed was developed in the
United States in the early 1960's. Indeed, Angora breeders
today are still working for a more refined, smaller-bodied, ele
gant cat. On the other hand, the Turkish Van breeders since
Miss Lushington have been determined to maintain the Van as
it was originally found, large, and imposing. We are proud of
the fact that our Vans look remarkably similar to those still
being exported from Turkey. They also rook just like those
Vans in quarantine countries such as England and Australia,
who have not had new bloodlines introduced for several gener
ations. Are they two different breeds now? Definitely yes. Are
both breeds of value to the cat fancy? Emphatically yes!
Regardless of their history, Turkish Vans make wonderful
companions. But be forewarned, companion is the right word;
they do not consider themselves pets, but rather equal part
ners in the relationship. They have the characteristic of deep
loyalty normally found in dogs. Acceptance from a Van does
not always come easily, but once given, you belong to that Van
for life. Another dog-like feature is their love of playing fetch.
They will keep bringing back paper balls forever, even deposit
ing them on your pillow while you sleep. They then sit patient
ly at the foot of your bed, ready to play catch again, for they
are sure you will want to resume the game as soon as you
wake up. Their affection level can be overwhelming at times.
They love to head-butt to show they adore you, rather like
being loved by a Sherman tank. This affection has been
described by some of the original breeders as "samadhi," a
Sanskrit word meaning togetherness of mind (Glen-West
1976). Vans as a rule don't like to be held close or cuddled, but
they love to be near you, on your lap, or peeking over your
shoulder from the back of the chair. Although generally quiet
when a Van says something, they expect you to listen and
respond. To ignore them is to invite a paw grabbing your arm
as you walk past as a reminder that they are important, too.
Turkish Vans are also escape a ists. or conve ly. cal bur
glars. They can get into any place at home. qUIckly fi!!UnJ1 0
out how to get a door or cabinet pen and. or COlll'"e their
favorite place to sleep is probably in '0 r \\el cabin t. The
Houdini gene sometimes creates problems in hotel room
where they get into the ceiling or the heating/air conditioning
units. Of prime consideration to a Van is ge 'ng into the food
cabinets. Vans are bottomless pits when it comes to food. If you
don't put enough out, they will go looking for it and they don't
really care where they get it from or ifit is for humans or cats.
This strong personality can affect their career as show cats.
To assure a friendly outgoing cat, they must be handled regu
larly from birth. A show kitten should be put in the ring at 4
months old. You cannot show a Van at 6 months old for the
first time and expect it to adapt easily to the show life. But
once they adapt and decide they like it, they can be real show
offs. The Van is a very intelligent cat and it does not take long
for a kitten to figure out that the feather is often kept under
Cat Fanciers' Almanac
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the judging stand. They do not like to be held in the air, prefer
ring all four feet on a solid surface at all times. I honestly
think they would prefer to walk to the judging ring, if that was
possible, rather than be carried. They also take offense at
being looked straight in the eye, as that is an aggressive action
to them. As a natural breed, not that many generations from
working cats, they have a very strong sense of territory.
Neither males or females generally tolerate a show life past 18
months. They feel this nonsense should stop and they should
get down to the business of breeding, at which they are
experts. However, there are notable exceptions of Vans that
are still being shown at three years old.
To be honest, breeding 'TUrkish Vans is easy. They are very
healthy cats, and ferociously good mothers, ready to defend their
children to the death, that of the intruder, of course. Dogs should
beware when there are young kittens in the house. Fathers love
their kittens, often cleaning and baby-sitting while mom takes a
break. Others of the extended families, aunts, uncles, and older
siblings also take turns caring for the young. They generally
deliver easily, although some may let out a blood curdling
scream on the first or second kitten out before settling down to
slip out the rest. There have only been two cesarean sections of
'TUrkish Vans to my knowledge in the 200 litters born to date in
the United States. They have large litters, four-six is the norm,
with several instances of seven and eight and even the famous
Pairodocs Gang of nine. Celsha Noko Marie of Pairodocs deliv
ered this litter of nine kittens under the dresser, while her owner
was at work, and wouldn't let anyone look at them for two
weeks. She nursed and cared for them with no help or supple
mentation by her human mother. The fact that all nine kittens
had top show markings and type makes them perhaps the most
remarkable litter of 'TUrkish Vans produced to date.
And yes, they do swim, to varying degrees based on how
close they are to Turkish stock, and with various lines. The
major factor seems to be their access to water, for that deter
mines whether the mother has the space and opportunity to
teach her kittens. Unfortunately, most of us do not have pools
available for mom's lessons. However, they are all fascinated
by water. I have had them come in the shower, and crawl in
the sink while I was washing the dishes, or even while I was
washing another cat. And then there are those who come dash
ing when you turn on the faucet but just want to stare at the
running stream as though hypnotized. However, Turkish Vans
do not take baths any better or worse than any other breed. If
they swim, as with e
other facet of their lives, it has to be
their ideal.
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